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Dear Editors:
I am anxious to read your next issue of Butler's award winning literary magazine. It speaks well of the University to produce such fine and promising literary works, and I trust this issue will continue that long-standing tradition. Your task presents a challenge, but the fruits of your labor should prove its worth. Put me down for a copy of MSS.
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John G. Johnson
President
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Manuscripts is published by the English Department of Butler University once each semester. The material is written mainly by students of the Freshman English, the Advanced Composition, the Creative Writing, and Writers' Workshop classes.
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6  *Optimism*, by Nathan W. Harter
8  *Oak Street*, by Sue Ferreird
10  *Grandfather Byrne*, by Cindy A. Rust
13  *The Raquetteur and Trees*, by Tanya Beyer
14  *Janet*, by J. D. Daubs
16  *Demoted to Peninsula* (Poetry Contest, Honorable Mention), by Karen Kovacik
17  *Dialogue*, by Gail N. Hunt
18  *New Light*, by Ann Siefker
19  *Here Come the Eighties at OUR School, Yeh*, By Anonymous
21  *A Perspective*
22  *Freedom is My Name*, by Fran Hart*
23  *Thoughts in Solitude*, by Fran Hart*
24  *Someone of the Open Air*, by Tanya Beyer
25  *Candy Store*, by Emmy Leeman
27  *Prime Day*, by Andrea Swinton*
28  *Shadows One*, by Brian Szurgot
29  *General the Undead*, by Tom Machin*
30  *The Buds of Spring Are Gone*, by Nathan W. Harter
31  *Untitled*, by Libby Kelly
38  *A Cup of Tea* (Poetry Contest, First Prize), by Yoko Chase
40  *Ranby*, by Libby Kelley

Macklechessy (Short Story Contest, First Prize), by Jeff Paul—Unfortunately, it does not appear due to its length. The reader is encouraged to seek out this work and partake.
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